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Chinese joint-stock commercial banks are highly dependent on information 
technology. Security, reliability and effectiveness of bank information system are 
directly related to the security of the entire banking, and stability of financial system 
and social. Information be regarded as the lifeblood of modern commercial banks. 
Banking system play a basis, overall role in raising China's level of bank 
management, promoting business innovation, enhancing the core competitiveness of 
establishing a modern bank service system. Information technology has become an 
important means of financial innovation, and based platform of banking financial 
institutions achieving business strategy and business operations. At the same time, 
the threats of information technology are increasing, for the rapid development of 
the information system itself, as well as the inherent vulnerability of information 
systems .in recent years, A large concentration of bank data, information security 
risks made greater and more concentrated. 
In recent years, from the network infrastructure, business systems to 
management information systems, Business model of current bank information 
construction is all around the main line "big focus". It’s most obvious feature is the 
large concentration of data, building a network of e-banking, the implementation of 
flat-style management, taking the "big head offices and small branch" management 
style , going the road of intensive management. Now the sale of stocks, bonds, 
foreign exchange, deposit and withdrawal, etc. are almost all electronic financial 
transactions. Operational, legal and reputational risk associated with each 
information system accompanying with the implementation of the bank continuing 
to enlarge. The risk of system operation and maintenance become one of the major 
commercial bank risks. 
Core bank system is business processing systems of banks which is the core of 
banking information construction. Bank information technology plays a fundamental 
role to be a unified information platform which provides data support for the upper 
management system .This paper introduces the history of the core system at home 
and abroad, comprehensively researches and analyzes the risk management of core 















identification, risk management measure, evaluation, warning and controlling of the 
core bank system operation and maintenance .Using fuzzy risk assessment methods, 
combining information system level of protection method, evaluate the core system 
risk factors, and put forward the relevant risk warning and control scheme for the 
bank information technology. Trying to make risk management of bank information 
technology is more scientific and systematic. 
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